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Hollywood, the Memphis Belle and the “Interpretative”
Documentary
I read the article “Hollywood, the Memphis Belle and the
‘Interpretive’ Documentary” with great interest. Unfortunately,
the section “The Real First” contains some errors worth
addressing. The first is the claim that the B-17F Hell’s Angels
was the first heavy bomber to finish 25 combat missions in the
ETO (or alternately, over Europe) on “May 13, 1942 (sic)” (I
believe the author meant 1943). The first to do so was actually
the B-17F Delta Rebel No. 2 on May 1, 1943. This fact is
acknowledged on the 303rd BG Association’s webpage, and
the combat records that establish Delta Rebel’s 25th credited
mission can be freely accessed on the Eighth Air Force
Historical Society’s Facebook page (file uploaded on October
7, 2020).
The second error is that the B-24 Hot Stuff “flew about half
of its approximately 30 combat missions over Europe.” Hot Stuff
actually flew 26 credited missions with only three of these over
northern Europe (and two of these three were credited aborts)
and six over Italy (three on the mainland and three over Sicily,
all of which were in the Mediterranean Theater of Operations).
The remaining credited missions comprised ninve Atlantic/Bay
of Biscay antisubmarine patrols flown from England and eight
bombing missions against North African targets. Hot Stuff’s
combat tour, which has been erroneously reported in numerous
published materials, is addressed in detail in the recently
published article “Expanding American Air Power’s Reach:
Hot Stuff’s True Combat Record and Significance” in the Spring
2022 issue of Air and Space Power History magazine.
Lastly, the Memphis Belle did not return to the U.S. on
May 19, 1943, this was the date of the aircraft’s 25th credited
mission (and which took place after the Belle’s core crew
finished their 25th mission on May 17th). The Memphis Belle
returned to the U.S. in June 1943.
Best,
Jeff Duford
“The Invisible Revolution” by Dr. Allen Fuhs
The article by Dr Fuhs was a valiant attempt to explain
aircraft technology “from 30,000 feet.” It was a little difficult
to follow in some areas, especially since he referred to Figure
13, which was omitted from the article, and Figures 25 and 26
were illustrated, but not explained in the text.
But that’s not the main reason for this message. On
page 303, Dr Fuhs states, “In 1920, only two years after
WWI, a record altitude of 37,000 feet was accomplished at
McCook Field (now WPAFB) in Dayton, Ohio. This flight
used oxygen in an enclosed cabin.” The altitude record, the
“genealogy” of McCook Field and the description of the

cockpit are all incorrect. To wit:
On February 27, 1920, Maj. Rudolph W. “Shorty”
Schroeder flew a Packard Lepère L USA C.II biplane to try
to set an altitude record. His barometer showed 37,000 feet,
but when later recalibrated, his actual maximum barometric
altitude was adjusted to 36,020 feet. After further examination,
the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale recognized the
altitude record as being 10,093 meters (33,114 feet). The U.S.
National Bureau of Standards, however, credited Schroeder
with reaching 33,180 feet.
Although McCook Field was the site of Schroeder’s
record, the field never became a part of WPAFB. McCook,
which was located on the Miami River just north of downtown
Dayton, was too small for test airplane operations, or many
other aircraft, for that matter. Consequently, the engineering
function (aircraft testing) at McCook was transferred to the new
Wright Field (located about five miles northeast of downtown
Dayton) in March 1927. Flying operations at McCook officially
terminated in June 1927. The infrastructure at McCook was
either dismantled and transported to Wright Field or demolished
on site. Nothing was left of McCook by 1928.
The Packard Lepère airplane that Schroeder flew did not
have an enclosed cabin. It had an open cockpit and Schroder
had to wear a heavy flight suit and breathed oxygen through a
tube inserted into a protective face mask. Schroeder may have
lost consciousness during his flight, because the airplane dove
nearly 30,000 feet before he pulled out and landed. Schroeder
needed immediate medical attention after landing.
Just setting the record straight.
Michael P. Hoffman What is It?
Forum of Flight
Your contributor is quite right in identifying AS 94034 on a
McCook Field photograph as a D.VII. Many times, its two
seats foul people into thinking it was a C.I type. However,
the one and only Air Service C.I was registered AS 68543. It
was obtained from the U.S. Navy (ex A5889) in October 1921
and used McCook Field number P228. Its last flight ended
near Langin Field, Moundsville, W.V, piloted by Maj. Napier
on August 22, 1922, and it was stored in damaged condition
at the field. Afterwards, it was shipped for repair to Fairfield
Air Intermediate Depot in Dayton, Ohio, but finally scrapped in
September 1923 without any further repair.
The D.VII, which became AS 94034, was the former
German 4529/18, seized after the Great War and available at
McCook Field as 4529 when in September 1920 it was decided
to loan two D.VII’s to the Packard Motor Car Company for
testing their engines. Packard installed the 1A-825 (Liberty
8) after reworking it and was (most probably) the one which
modified it into a two-seater, painted in Air Service colors.
Although Packard tried to buy the aircraft, the Air Service
wanted to have it returned and in April 1923 it was back at
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McCook Field and put it in service as AS 94034/P290.
Afterwards, it had a short life as on August 18, it forcelanded near the Ohio River on its way from McCook Field
to Louisville, Ky., with 1st Lt J.H. Doolittle as pilot and
O. Snyder as passenger. A broken crankshaft caused the engine
failure. The aircraft was surveyed in October 1923.
Gert P.M. Blüm
Just received the latest AAHS Journal and was quickly perusing
it (will thoroughly read it at home later), and thought I should
give you an update on the Bamboo Bomber pic on pg 316.
The reason the aircraft is no longer registered is that Tom &
Elaine Huf were killed in the airplane on the way home from our
Fly-in in 2013. The aircraft burned and was totally destroyed in
a weather related crash a scant few miles from their strip in
Kingsley, Pennsylvania.
Tom and Elaine were good friends, and this was a devastating
loss to us and all their friends in the old airplane world,
especially considering Tom’s experience/expertise. Elaine was
also a pilot.
I dedicated my video/slideshow of the 2013 Fly-in to them.....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wa4sjlvni-w
Brent Taylor
Antique Aircraft Assoc.
AAHS Journal, Vol 66, No. 3, Fall-2021
The Curtiss CW-20, The Airliner Destiny Forgot
Noticed In the last issue of the Journal comments on C-46s
as used by Buffalo Airways. At this moment, the company
operates only the two shown were and so far, no immediate plans
to let them go for sale. The woman is Jamie Macdonald who
is the only female pilot in the world to hold current DC-3 and
C-46 endorsements. Jamie recently left Buffalo for Canadian
North but her story was told in a recent issue of Aviation For
Women edited by Kelly Murphy.
Thought you might like the up-to-date info -- worked with
them for two seasons out of Yellowknife.
Regards
Robert S. Grant
I was amused at the Ken Glaze comments because he
obviously hadn’t read the article very carefully.
First, he’s confusing fuel tank drainage with fuel tank
compartment drainage.
Certainly, C-46s had drainage
provisions to get rid of any moisture accumulation within
the tanks, but the article specifically addresses the fuel tank
compartments, not the tanks themselves. Those, of course,
were then-typical tanks within the tank compartments, not the
integral tanks of some airplanes today. Fuel tanks and other
fuel system components can sometimes leak, especially with
little time for needed maintenance under wartime conditions.
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You can’t safely fly around with fuel leakage trapped in a tank
compartment or anywhere else for that matter! All that are
needed are strategically placed holes to allow any accumulated
leakage to drain out whenever the airplane is on the ground.
That was even more hazardous with aviation gasoline than
today with turbine fuel.
Second, C-46s certainly did have firewalls separating their
radial engine installations from the rest of the airplane, but
what they lacked was shrouding to isolate the engine accessory
sections from the engines themselves. That is specifically
addressed in the article.
Finally, he apparently didn’t read the entire article because
the last two words are ‘Buffalo Airways!’
Gary Killion
What is it?
That 8x10 almost certainly was taken by Burton Kemp, c.
1957. I have several other views probably taken at the same
time. I can’t tell you the location, but it was a Cessna dealer in
the vicinity of Chicago and the aircraft was labeled the Martin
Paraplane on one picture and Martin Roadster on another.
Burt had a huge collection. (AeroFiles identifies this version as
the Martin Roadster, differentiated by the stub wings), We were
pen pals and swapped negs, but never met.
That Martin job had a modified Cessna landing gear and
a 4-cylinder opposed Continental, I think, 40 to 50 hp.
To
my knowledge it never flew.
Burt wrote a brief description
that I think was published in the EAA Experimenter magazine,
c. 1956-57, which I can’t put my hands on at the moment.
We were early members, George Collinge and I. George
was #69; I was #1989. We used to do write-ups on interesting
homebuilts. George was a superb pilot, having logged some
5,000 hours in the RCAF in over 70 different aircraft types,
including the first Canadian jets. In those days I had about 200
hours in a PT-23, an ill-fated Cub called “Mama’s Mink” and
a Stinson 10 Voyager that had originally belonged to Howard
Hughes.
George did a lot of promoting for the EAA and was never
properly recognized for that work. He belongs in the AAHS
Hall of Fame, if anyone does. George was also a superb artist
and drew some of the cover artwork. The original EAA logo
was his design.
Cheers!
John Underwood
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